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After another rollercoaster year of online meetings, in person meetings, and back again, I 
have now completed nearly two years as your Youth Commissioner! Despite the small 

matter of Covid, as an Area we have achieved so much in terms of Youth Shaped Scouting 
and this Year has been no different. 

 
Our first major achievement this year was the successful set up of our Youth Forum. 5 keen 
Explorers jumped on board and what a journey they have had already, and the door is still 
open for more young people to join us. These amazing Young People were brought straight 
into the Youth Shaped aims and hit the ground running! Branding themselves up with a new 

badge and being involved in generating the new Area Necker with the view to build an 
identity for all. 

 
Shortly after this I decided that we could strengthen the Youth Commissioner Team with the 
appointment of some deputies. Following the same structure as the Area Team the search 
began for Deputy Youth Commissioners for each section. This is when we appointed Ethan 

and Kyle. 
 

“Hi, I’m kyle and I’m the deputy youth commissioner for cubs in the county I am aiming to 
start meeting units soon and to start bringing more ideas of the youth to the table as events 

or activities. I have previously attended the world scout jamboree and been a member of 
scouting for 9 years.” 

 
“Hi everybody, my name is Ethan Sky, your new Deputy Youth Commissioner in Beavers. I 
am 17 years old, and I have been in Scouting since I was 6 years old, obviously starting in 

Beavers and working up through the sections to where I am today, training as a Young 
Leader with the 1st Johnston Scout Group. Scouting has taught me so much - it has helped 
me to be a better person. It has helped me to take my responsibility to a new level. It has 

helped me to realize that effort, teamwork, and communication are a perfect start towards 
achieving anyone’s goals. I have gained new experiences and have had lots of fun and 

adventure while doing so. I have learnt so many lessons such as to always be one more step 
ahead of the task. Never give up, and always do better than expected. Wearing my uniform 

since I have been in Beavers has given me a different sense of pride than wearing a nice 
shirt or a school uniform. It shows I’m a part of something that’s different and to me, that's 
important. I look forward to working with you all, and hopefully sometime soon, being able 

to participate in more activities together. Thank you!” 
 

We are still looking to appoint a Deputy Youth Commissioner to Scouts/Explorers. 
 

Throughout the Year we have been involved in a vast range of events. From running whole 
Area forums at St Georges Day to Area Launch Videos coming in a few months. But the two 



standout events of the year being PembsCamp 2021,  which took a completely Youth 
Shaped approach to the programme. This to my understanding was the first event in 

Pembrokeshire that ran purely from Young People’s ideas, and it sent shock waves through 
the Scouting World in Wales. The Second was today, our very own Welcome Back 

celebration after such a long time away from face-to-face Scouting.  Much like camp so 
many ideas and activities we have done today came straight from our Young People. Today 

we have also run our Second all Area Youth Forum as well as the ‘small’ matter of organising 
a whole Area Photo. 

 
Alongside all of my area tasks this year, I have networked across Wales sharing ideas, best 

practice and developing as a leader of tomorrow. I have also been adopted into team Cymru 
which gives all our Young People a great voice at the very top of Welsh Scouting. I’ve also 

this year been lucky enough to mentor and support a new Youth Commissioner across 
Wales, so we must be doing something right. 

 
So, in the year to come I hope to fill the gaps in my Deputy Youth Commissioners and 

continue to support them in their roles as they develop. I also hope to increase the number 
of Young People active in our Youth Forum. Events to continue placing our Young People’s 
ideas and the front of all planning meetings and hopefully I can get out and meet more of 

you in person instead of on Zoom. 
 

If anyone has any questions or wishes to get on board in the Youth Shaped Scouting across 
Pembrokeshire, please don’t be afraid to contact me on 

iestyn.n@pembrokeshirescouts.org.uk . 
 

Many Thanks For another great Year, 
Yours in Scouting 

 
Iestyn N 

Pembrokeshire Youth Commissioner 
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